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Abstract

Flowers are familiar in virtual scenes, however, the de-
sign of flower patterns is still mainly done by hand. To
produce a number of flower color patterns required by a
large scene can be very labor-consuming. In this paper,
we present a biologically-motivated algorithm for model-
ing and visualization of flower color patterns. It is able to
produce various flower color patterns with little user inter-
action. In our system, pigmentation is simulated by a mod-
ified reaction-diffusion system, and the simulation function
is controlled by a few experiential parameters. Thus it can
be adjusted to produce various flower color patterns widely
observed in the real world. Furthermore, our algorithm can
be easily embedded into other advanced shading models to
improve the quality of their rendering results. We present
an image-based texture generation method as an example.

1 Introduction

Flower color patterns, exhibiting various pigmentation
and tissue structure influence, are among the most beautiful
figures in the natural world. Simulating these patterns has
been proved to be an interesting and important challenge for
computer graphics. When light interacts with flower petals,
several optical effects occur, namely reflection, transmis-
sion and absorption. The color we observe on the flowers
is formed by the reflective light from the petals, and more-
over, the reflection is determined by the absorption, which
is real determinant for the appearances of the flowers [5].
Pigments in the flower petals absorb light of certain wave-
lengths. One pigment has a specific light absorption spec-
trum, which is mainly determined by its molecule structure.
Both the absorbance and distribution of pigments generally

decide the flower color pattern.
In this paper, we introduce an efficient system for mod-

eling and visualization of flower color patterns. Our goal
is to build a connection between the user-controllable im-
age synthesis and real botanical patterns, that is to provide
a flexible control allowing users to model a wide variety of
biologically plausible flower color patterns. With our sys-
tem, users can generate realistic flower patterns from corre-
sponding pigment data without the requirement of profes-
sional painting skills or any special data acquisition device.
Note that we pay more attention to simplifying the mod-
eling process of the flower color pattern and enhancing its
diversity than improving the rendering techniques.

The workflow of our system can be divided into three
steps. First, we analyze the components of the flower color,
and decompose it into two parts: pattern information and
environment affection. Then we calculate the pattern infor-
mation based on the pigment distribution with the reaction-
diffusion system, which has been used in natural pattern for-
mation for a long time [13]. The pigment manipulation and
transportation are also dependent on the vascular structure.
Thus, we modified the standard reaction-diffusion system to
fit this demand. The third step is to integrate pattern infor-
mation into the predefined environment. Combining with
rendering systems, our results also can be used as data for
texture functions or directly as texture images to render re-
alistic scenes. The whole process from user input to further
application, such as rendering, is shown in Figure 1.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work and gives some background
botanical knowledge. Section 3 explains how to gener-
ate the pigment distribution map with the reaction-diffusion
equations. Section 4 discusses the visualization of the sim-
ulated flower color pattern. Section 5 analyzes the results,
and section 6 draws the conclusion.



Figure 1. Illustration of our system framework

2 Related Work

Simulation of patterns on living organisms has been
studied by researchers of biology, mathematics and com-
puter graphics for a long time. Color patterns are broadly
observed in appearance of natural objects, such as plants,
animals and insects. It is necessary to simulate the color pat-
terns in order to generate realistic images of those objects.
In previous work, attention has been paid to mammalian,
fish, sea shell, tree bark, etc. However, pattern formation of
flowers is still blank.

Instead of making strict biologically-based simulations,
mathematical models have been used to simulate the color
pattern formation in nature. Although there is no final con-
clusion on their validity, they are able to produce visual
plausible results with relative higher performance. Previ-
ous work includes reaction-diffusion system used in animal
fur simulation [18], sea shell pigmentation [4], and fish skin
pattern formation [14]; the Clonal Mosaic model for mam-
malian coat pattern formation [19]; a semi-empirical model
for bark generation [8]; an open diffusion limited aggre-
gation model for lichen growth and propagation simulation
[3]; and a biologically-motivated algorithm for generating
venation patterns [15].

For synthesizing realistic images, various botanically-
based modeling and rendering systems have been devel-
oped to support the design and visualization of plants. Lin-
termann and Deussen [9] present a modeling method for
generating branching objects. Mündermann et al. [12] ex-
tended the concept of branching structure and developed an
interactive method for modeling lobed leaves. Ijiri et al. [7]

supplied a convenient tool motivated by biology knowledge
for flower geometry modeling, which can preserve correct
botanical structures. Govaerts et al. [6] developed a leaf
model using geometrical primitives to represent the differ-
ent types of cells found in the foliar tissues. Baranoski and
Rokne [1] presented an algorithmic reflectance and trans-
mittance model for plant tissue oriented to computer graph-
ics applications. Wang et al. [20] developed a framework
for rendering of plant leaves in real-time with global illumi-
nation. The spatially-variant BRDFs and BTDFs employed
to describe leaf appearance are stored in a set of parameter
maps. This method is efficient and produces very realistic
results. However, it is tightly limited by measured data and
will be inconvenient when plants with many patterns are re-
quired in one scene.

3 Pigmentation Simulation

In this section, we explain how to simulate the pigment
distribution of flower petals. We first input the information
of petal shape, venation, and initial distribution. Then we
simulate the pigmentation with a reaction-diffusion system,
and save the normalized simulation result in a greyscale
map for the next step.

There are two kinds of flowers: monochrome flowers,
and flowers bearing variegation [21]. The latter one of-
ten produces near-regular patterns, which we are interested
in. Common variegation patterns, including center spot,
marginal band, ring and radial stripe, are shown in Fig-
ure 2. These patterns may appear simultaneously in one
flower. The space-time distribution of flower color pigment
is the most important determinative factor for flower pat-
terns [21]. To achieve our goal, it is essential to simulate
this distribution.

(a) Sketch map of common flower color patterns in nature

(b) Corresponding result samples

Figure 2. Flower color patterns.



3.1 Preliminaries

The input for our system consists of: (1) the initial state
(shape and venation information of the flower, and the ini-
tial pigment distribution), (2) parameters characterizing the
spread and interplay of pigments, and (3) functions and pa-
rameters defining flower color expression.

The shape is specified by the user as a black-white im-
age that defines the petal’s range. The venation pattern is
given as a set of vein nodes, including a vein root and vein
width. According to the canalization hypothesis [2], the
vein is composed of cells with higher capability in auxin
transportation. We assume that the connectivity coefficient
between two adjacent tissue cells equals to pmm; the con-
nectivity coefficient between a vascular cell and an adja-
cent tissue cell is pmv; the connectivity coefficient between
two adjacent vascular cells is pvv . In our system, we set
pmm = 1, pmv = 2 and pvv = 10. Moreover, we define that
the connectivity coefficient between two non-adjacent cells
is directly proportional to the vein width and is inversely
proportional to the distance between them. Then, we de-
fine the transportation function between two cells a and b as
follows:

I(a, b) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

pmm/‖a, b‖ (1a)
pmv · w/‖a, b‖ (1b)
pvv · w̄ab/‖a, b‖ (1c)

In (1a), neither a or b is a vascular cell; in (1b), either
a or b is a vascular cell and its vein width is w; in (1c), a
and b are both vascular cells and connected by the vein with
average width w̄ab.

The leaf shape and venation pattern can be drawn or ex-
tracted from photos. Artificial methods such as [15] can
also be used to generate a vascular system. Normalized
pigment distribution can be represented by a greyscale map
called pigment distribution map. Each kind of pigment cor-
responds to one map. The initial pigment distribution is
given by users.

3.2 Pigment Composition Mechanism

We use reaction-diffusion equations to describe the inter-
action among different pigments. Based on the assumption
that the pigment composition of one cell can be calculated
from its neighbors, we can simulate the pigmentation of fol-
lowing moments in the growing process if an initial state
and transportation kinetics are given. The initial state can
be freely assigned by the user. For convenience, we use an
uniform distribution map as the initial state in our experi-
ments.

In the two-pigment case, we assume At and Bt are the
time-dependent concentrations of two pigments A and B.

The reaction-diffusion equations describing the general re-
lation between At and Bt are given by⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
∂At

∂t
= F (At, Bt) + DA∇2At (2a)

∂Bt

∂t
= G(At, Bt) + DB∇2Bt (2b)

Where F and G are the kinetics, and DA, DB is the
positive constant diffusion coefficients. Different kinetics
have been invented to describe the pattern formation process
in nature. In our system, we employ the following kinetics
designed by Schnakenberg [13]:{

F (At, Bt) = k1 − k2At + k3A
2
t Bt (3a)

G(At, Bt) = k4 − k3A
2
t Bt (3b)

k1, k2, k3 and k4 are positive empirical constants [11].
The Laplacian is ∇2A = ∂2

∂x2 A + ∂2

∂y2 A. It is difficult to
compute the Laplacian in the continuous domain, thus we
discretize the continuous plane to a grid, and then we can
use the finite difference to approximate the Laplacian:

li,j =
1
4
(ui+1,j + ui−1,j + ui,j+1 + ui,j−1) − ui,j (4)

where li,j is the Laplacian at point (i, j). ui,j is the value at
point (i, j).

To represent the effect of vein, we modify the neigh-
bors of (i, j) in (4) with auxin transportation function (1):
u

(i,j)
m,n = vI((i, j), (m,n)) · um,n, where v is the proportion

coefficient of venation influence. Then

l
(u)
i,j =

1
4
(u(i,j)

i+1,j + u
(i,j)
i−1,j + u

(i,j)
i,j+1 + u

(i,j)
i,j−1 − 4ui,j) (4′)

So substitute (4′) to (2), the modified discrete form
reaction-diffusion equations on a grid can be rewritten as:{

∆Ai,j = SA(a2
i,jbi,j − KAai,j + β) + DAl

(a)
i,j (5a)

∆Bi,j = SB(1 − KBa2
i,jbi,j) + DBl

(b)
i,j (5b)

where
∆Ai,j : concentration change of pigment A at (i, j);
ai,j : concentration of pigment A at (i, j);
l
(a)
i,j : influence to the concentration of pigment A from

neighbors of (i, j);
S, K, D, β: constants depending on transportation ki-

netics. If we use the kinetics mentioned in (3), the constants
in (5) will be SA = k3, KA = k2

k3
, β = k1

k3
, and SB = k4,

KB = k3
k4

.
The reaction-diffusion system is able to simulate both the

decrease of inherent pigment and the increase of subsequent
pigment during the growth. The parameter adjustment tech-
nique can be found in [18]. Our modification embeds the ef-
fect of vascular transportation into the primary mechanics,



Table 1. Symbol and meaning of the parame-
ters in our system

Symbol Meaning

S proportion coefficient between
diffusion and reaction

D reaction coefficient
k diffusion coefficient
β dissipation coefficient

responsible for slight irregularity
v proportion coefficient of venation influence
c normalized concentration of pigments

and leads to more control of the final results. To simulate
the interplay of more than two pigments, more complex ki-
netics from [11] should be used. The influence of the auxin
transportation function is demonstrated in Figure 3(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Different patterns generated by pa-
rameter adjustment. Figure 3(a) shows the
influence of the parameter D. From left to
right, D = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. Figure 3(b) shows
the influence of auxin transportation func-
tion. From left to right, t = 1, 2, 5

We define a certain concentration value as standard con-
centration C0. The pigment concentration calculated by
the modified reaction-diffusion equations are normalized by
c = C/C0, and then stored in the greyscale pigment distri-
bution map. In our system, we usually use the highest con-
centration in the pigment color database as standard concen-
tration. Symbols and meanings for all the parameters used
for pigmentation simulation are shown in Table 1. After
the pigment distribution map is computed, it will be painted
with pigment color information.

4 Flower Color Expression

To paint the greyscale pigment distribution map gen-
erated in the previous step, we first construct a pigment
database to store the absorb color data of all pigments of
different concentrations, and some other information which
is not related with the pigment distribution map, such as the
lighting environment. After these pre-computation is fin-
ished, we calculate the color pattern of the petal based on
the pigment distribution map in runtime.

From the physics point of view, flower color is deter-
mined by light absorption of pigments, which is a func-
tion of wavelength. The wavelength range of visible light
extends approximately from λmin = 380nm to λmax =
770nm. Thus, the tristimulus values X of an energy spec-
trum P (λ) sensed by human eyes are

X(k) =
∫ λmax

λmin

R(λ)x̄k(λ)dλ, k = 1, 2, 3, (6)

where λ is the wavelength. Here we assume there is no
interplay among the color performances of different pig-
ments.

4.1 Pre-computation of pigment color
performance

The standard pigment color performance is calculated
based on measured data under standard conditions. Sup-
pose there is a pigment p with standard absorption spec-
trum A(λ). The luminance spectrum L(λ) represents the
energy of incident light, which is considered to be a con-
stant in the simulation process. The transmittance spec-
trum is T (λ), which depends on the material of the petal.
It varies greatly due to the species, and can be somewhat
affected by the pigment concentration. As the influence of
pigment concentration to transmittance is not obvious, in
our system, we use the measure data from several typical
plant tissue types to make an approximation of the trans-
mittance [17][16], and consider it as constant for a certain
flower. Then the reflection spectrum R(λ) can be calculated
by R(λ) = L(λ)−T (λ)−A(λ). We divide the right side of
the above equation into two parts: L(λ) − T (λ) and A(λ),
and define their corresponding tristimulus values as

X
(k)
0 =

∫ λmax

λmin

(L(λ) − T (λ))x̄k(λ)dλ (7a)

X
(k)
A =

∫ λmax

λmin

A(λ)x̄k(λ)dλ (7b)

Substitute (7a) and (7b) into (6), it can be rewritten to a
composition of two parts

X(k) = X
(k)
0 − X

(k)
A , k = 1, 2, 3. (6′)



The standard chromaticity coordinates (corresponding to
standard concentration C0) of the pigment are:

(x, y) =
(

X(1)

X(1) + X(2) + X(3)
,

X(2)

X(1) + X(2) + X(3)

)

For pigment of normalized concentration c, according to
Beer’s law [10], its absorption spectrum approximately fol-
lows linear relationship: Ac(λ) ≈ c ·A(λ), so its tristimulus
values are X

(k)
c = X

(k)
0 − c ·X(k)

A = X(k) + (1− c) ·Xk
A,

k = 1, 2, 3.
By Equation 6′, we pre-compute values which have no

relation with pigment concentration based on measure data
of lighting condition and transmittance indices. Only the
values related with pigment concentration need to be com-
puted at runtime.

4.2 Runtime flower color expression

For single-pigment flowers, the flower color expression
is determined by the absorption spectrum of that pigment.

Even only with one single pigment, the flower color
varies and forms special patterns because of the inhomoge-
neous distribution. With the same pigment distribution map,
if we change the type of pigment, we can get flowers with
similar pattern but different colors. Figure 4 shows some
single-pigment samples generated with our system based
on the same pigment distribution map but with different
pigment. Change of concentration has stronger influence
on saturation than on hue, and it has a linear relation with
lightness. Figure 5 illustrates how the color expression of
the same pigment varies because of different concentration.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Single pigment color expression.
4(a) to 4(d) are generated based on the same
distribution map, but assigned with different
pigments.

In most cases, flower color is not produced by one single
pigment. Several pigments cooperate to show a color which
is different from all of their original color expressions.

Suppose there are pigments pi of concentration ci, and
their typical absorption spectra are Ai(λ), i = 1 to n. Then

the total absorption spectrum is A(λ) =
n∑

i=1

ci · Ai(λ), so

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5. Effects of concentration. The flower
color changes when the standard concentra-
tion C0 changes. From 5(a) to 5(d), C0 is set
to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.

its tristimulus values are:

X ′(k) = X
(k)
0 −

n∑
i=1

ci · X(k)
Ai

, k = 1, 2, 3. (8)

In case of mixed pigments, the relationship between
color and concentration ci is not linear anymore, though
each separate pigment keep its linear relationship. Some
mixed pigments samples generated with our system are
shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) are distribution
maps of two different pigments existing in the flower. Fig-
ure 6(c) and 6(d) are results based on same distribution
maps but with different pigment contents.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Mixed pigments color expression.
6(a) and 6(b) are the distribution maps of the
two pigments in the flower petal. 6(c) and
6(d) are flower color patterns generated by
assigning different kinds of pigments to 6(a)
and 6(b).

5 Results

We implemented our system on a PC with P4 3.2GHz
CPU, 1GB RAM and a Geforce 7800 GT graphics card. In
this section, we report flower color patterns generated with
our system, and rendering results using reflectance data ac-
quired with our algorithm. The performance of our system
is shown in Table 2.

The primary contribution of our work is a sufficient tool
for generating and editing flower color patters. Given a
monochrome flower, our algorithm is able to change its hue,



Table 2. Performance statistics for figures
Figure Plant Resolution Compute Time

Number Name (pixels) (seconds)

2(b) Petunia 549x528 466
3 Geranium 430x387 212

4, 5, 6 Daisy 275x276 110

and assign different variegation to it. As a simple demon-
stration, we use an image-based method to generate texture
maps with our results. Our algorithm can also be embedded
into other models to achieve higher rendering quality.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm for flower color pat-
tern modeling and visualization. Cooperated with reaction-
diffusion system and flower color analysis, our system com-
bines pigment distribution simulation and flower color ex-
pression together under a unified framework. Our system is
able to form a wide variety of biologically plausible flower
color patterns, which are widely observed in nature. The
result patterns can be used to produce more realistic vir-
tual scenes, and our system can also be directly embedded
into other modeling or rendering systems to improve their
results. Besides biologically-related simulation and appli-
cation, our work demonstrates that even though parameters
are not available from measure data, an approximate sim-
ulation can be made based on a few empirical parameters.
Thus, it reveals the ability of visualizing imaginative flow-
ers, with which data acquisition is impossible.

For future work, we want to extend our algorithm to pat-
tern generation for other objects with similar properties.
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